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A. Set-DAEntryPoint
B. Set-DnsClientGlobalSetting
C. Set-DAClient
D. Set-DAClientDNSConfiguration
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
By default, DirectAccess is configured to use split tunneling,
so that only traffic originally sent towards internal networks
will be processed by DirectAccess encapsulation.Traffics sent
by the DirectAccess clients towards the Internet will not be
processed by DirectAccess encapsulation.In this scenario, a
remote DirectAccess client is connected to the internal
corporate network and the public Internet at the same time.Some
security administrators perceive split tunneling as a security
risk, and the use of split tunneling may be prohibited by
corporate security policy.In addition, enforcing web browsing
policies on remote DirectAccess clients might be desired to
reduce the risk of exposure from browsing unapproved web
sites.In either case, force tunneling can be configured to meet
these requirements.
When force tunneling is enabled, the DirectAccess client sends
all traffic, including internal and internet traffic, to be
encapsulated by DirectAccess protocol andbeing sent back to
corporate DirectAccess gateway on the enterprise edge
network.When force tunneling is enabled, DirectAccess
administrators can also define an on-premises proxy server for
DirectAccess clients to use.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powershell/module/remoteaccess
/set-daclientdnsconfiguration?view=win The
"Set-DAClientDNSConfiguration" cmdlet configures the DNS server
and proxy server addresses of a Name Resolution Policy Table
(NRPT) entry andconfigures the local name resolution property.
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NEW QUESTION: 3
To prevent toll fraud caused by outgoing call forwarding
through trunks or VUs, we can configure the following toll
fraud prevention policies: (). (Multiple Choice)
A. Trunk-based call restriction
B. Prefix call attribute configuration
C. Restriction on the automatic switchboard number length
D. User rights configuration
Answer: A,B,C
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